
ROGERIAN MODEL

Rogerian argument is a negotiating strategy in which opposing views are The Rogerian model of argument was adapted
from the work of.

Here is a summary of the basic strategy for a Rogerian argument, and the infographic on the following page
should be helpful as well. Find Common Ground Whereas the "Proof" stage in the classical model is key for
success, here the need to find common ground is essential for the success of the Rogerian method. Arguments,
even sometimes academic arguments, can be strong and forceful. Attributions [Carl Rogers sketch]. Follow
these steps: I. Rogerian Argument Rogerian Argument When most of us think of argument, we think about
winners of arguments and losers of arguments. This may take several paragraphs. We stress here that these are
only tasks, not stages of the argument. You should then work to bring the two sides together. In your essay,
first, introduce the problem. The ideal format of a written Rogerian persuasion looks something like this
Richard M. State the view as you understand it and how you recognize why someone could feel or think the
way they do. Context for the opposing position: Show the opposition that you understand under what
circumstances its position is valid. Acknowledge the other side before you present your side of the issue. The
Rogerian Method of Argumentation is a conflict-resolution technique that you can use to build common
ground while still stating your position. The Rogerian argument finds that middle ground. Richard Nordquist
is a freelance writer and former professor of English and Rhetoric who wrote college-level Grammar and
Composition textbooks. Describe Your Views While probably not done completely objectively, this is an
important stage in the process: simply explain what reasons you have for choosing your stance. Offer a
Compromise In light of step four, craft a resolution that borrows the best from both sides and offers a
negotiated settlement somewhere in the middle. Rogerian Argument Model Based on Carl Rogers's studies in
psychotherapy Use the Rogerian model when your audience is hostile and non-conciliatory. While you are
giving equal weight to each argument, you are making a rhetorical move towards your opinion as you finish
with your opinion and the ultimate benefits of your position. Your position: Present your position objectively.
Updated January 21, Rogerian argument is a negotiating strategy in which common goals are identified and
opposing views are described as objectively as possible in an effort to establish common ground and reach an
agreement. Help your audience see the benefits of the middle ground. Aims of Rogerian Argument The
authors of "Rhetoric: Discovery and Change" explain the process this way: "The writer who uses the Rogerian
strategy attempts to do three things: 1 to convey to the reader that he is understood, 2 to delineate the area
within which he believes the reader's position to be valid, and 3 to induce him to believe that he and the writer
share similar moral qualities honesty, integrity, and good will and aspirations the desire to discover a mutually
acceptable solution. While you may or may not convince a person that you are right when arguing in the
Rogerian method, the goal is to at least show that you have compelling reasons why someone should respect
your opinion; but if you give enough convincing evidence, you may just change their mind! On what can you
and your opponent agree? You would validate their opinion through anecdotes, interviews, and other primary
and secondary research. But you do want to be balancedâ€”spending an inordinate amount of time on your
position and only giving lip service to the other side, for example, defeats the purpose of using the Rogerian
style. The Rogerian Method is especially effective when addressing highly controversial issues where you or
the person you are speaking to may have a tendency to be highly emotional. Rogerian argument has no
conventional structure; in fact, users of the strategy deliberately avoid conventional persuasive structures and
techniques because these devices tend to produce a sense of threat, precisely what the writer seeks to
overcome Taking the time to state the opposing side's arguments and contexts means the opposition has less
reason to get defensive and stop listening to your ideas. Others argue that when used by women, this type of
argument reinforces the 'feminine' stereotype, since historically women are viewed as nonconfrontational and
understanding see especially Catherine E. Next, you should carefully present your side of the issue in a way
that does not dismiss the other side. This type of argument can be extremely persuasive and can help you, as a
writer, understand your own biases and how you might work to find common ground with others. To discuss
your position with the opposition, you need to tone that down and break it into objective elements, so the sides
can more easily see areas of common ground. Feminist Responses to Rogerian Argument In the s and into the
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early s, some debate existed about whether women should use this conflict-solving technique.


